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Abstract 

The main objective of this paper is to present a cost effective and efficient corona safety kit to help fulfill the 
scarcity of PPE kits during COVID19 pandemic. The Indian government has made it mandatory for everyone to 
wear the safety essentials. Following the pandemic, industries and people are facing scarcity of effective safety 
kits. The paper presents an easy to create, cheap but effective safety kits. The kit will require easily available 
material like cloth bag, biodegradable trash bag, poly bag etc; using whom, things like gown, cap, mask and 
gloves would be made. The kit would be easy to make, can be made in lesser time for the best implications. 
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1. Introduction 
The project idea has evolved seeking the urgent need of safety equipments for common people and the 
scarcity of PPE kits in India [1]. However, many of the kits those are already available in the market 
are having some negative consequences. No proper kit is available in the price range below Rs200, 
hence are not affordable for the poor class [2]. Many standard kits cause skin problems [3]. The 
material is not biodegradable i.e. harmful for the environment [4]. 
The project provided in this paper tries to cover and solve the above issues. This safety kit is going to 
be completely biodegradable, reusable, cheap, skin friendly and breathable. Hence, it would be 
completely compatible. The kit is going to include the following safety essentials:- 

• Overall gown 
• Mask 
• Cap 
• Gloves 
• Organic non-alcoholic sanitizer 
• Portable paper soap 

All the material would be cheap, easily available and safe for human skin and environment. 
 

2. Methodology 

The detailed Methodology for the safety kit would be: 

2.1. Material Required for Gown, mask, cap and gloves 
 

1. Cloth based shopping bag/ biodegradable trash bags/ polythene bags/ polythene sheets or any such 
material (as in fig. 1). Nowadays govt. has provided use of cloth based shopping bags, they are largely 
available everywhere, even at homes. So, a good use of them can be made out. (Note: The use of cloth 
based/biodegradable shopping bags is recommended.) 

 

Figure 1 
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2. Scissors. 
3. Strong glue/ shoe glue/ hot glue /or any sewing technique. 
4. Threads. 

 
2.2. Making 

1. For OVERALL DISPOSABLE GOWN, cutting out the sheet (of the material preferred) in the shape of a 
long shirt/ gown, cutting the sleeves separately (keeping the size of the gown ideal). Gluing up/ sew the parts. 
It’s quite easy to make a safety gown (as in fig. 2).  

 

 
Figure 2 

2. For a SAFETY HEAD CAP, cutting a circular shape of sheet (size bigger than head), attaching a thread in all 
the circular side, leaving two ends of thread open. Attach the thread as such that when pulled it can cover up 
the head tightly (an elastic band can also be used to make a bouffant cap) (as in fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3 

3. For HAND GLOVES, cutting the sheet in shape of hands (bigger than hands). For one hand, cutting out two 
such shapes. Now, gluing up to seal all the sides leaving the wrist side open for wearing (as in fig. 4). 

 

 
Figure 4 

 
4. For a BREATHABLE & SAFE MASK, using a cloth-based bag/sheet. Cutting in rectangular shape (big 

enough to cover the mouth properly). Making 2-3 pleats on it (like surgical masks), gluing up to seal the ends 
of pleats and attach strings/threads on the end (as in fig. 5). 
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Figure 5 

2.3. Material and making of Portable Paper Soap 

Any plane paper/ butter paper/ wax paper. Placing the paper in a tray and pouring liquid soap on it. Spreading the soap all 
over the paper and drying the paper in sun. Once dried, cutting the paper in smaller shapes and storing it. DIY & Portable 
paper soap is ready (as in fig. 6). 

 
fig. 6 

2.4. Material and making of Organic Non-Alcoholic Sanitizer 

In this method, such alternatives to alcoholic sanitizer that have as strong properties are used. All the materials that are used 
here have proven antibacterial properties. 

Materials: A 60-70 ml bottle; 
30 ml of white vinegar (acetic acid) {Vinegar is a strong alternative of alcohol and has antibacterial properties} [5] 
1 tblspoon of baking soda {a great disinfectant & antibacterial} [6] 
½ teaspoon of turmeric {It has so many antiseptic properties} [7] 
½ teaspoon of lemon (optional) {Antibacterial} [8] 
½ tblspoon of glycerin {Prevent skin damage}  
½ tblspoon of coconut oil {prevents drying of skin}  

Mixing and pouring all the above ingredients in the bottle and DIY SANITIZER Is ready. 
(Due to the preservatives in Vinegar, the sanitizer will not get spoiled if subjected to longer storage.) 

 
fig. 7 

5. Results and Discussion 

The kit made using the above procedure can help small self help groups, NGO’s or even household women in 
providing some source of employment. The kit can be placed for bulk sale on many platforms like Amazon. in, 
Indiamart.com, Flipkart, local chemists or retailers. The safety kits are a boon to both sides of society i.e. the 
makers/sellers side and the buyers/consumers side. 
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The detailed budgeting procedure, from manufacturing to selling is given in table 1. 

Table 1.                                

Figure 8 shows the profit strategy for the makers 

 

Fig. 8 

Hence, it will cost around Rs40-50 to produce one such kit and even if it is sold for about double of it’s cost 
price, i.e. about Rs80-90 then about 100% profit could be achieved. Also the buyer/consumer can get a much 
effective PPE kit under Rs 100.      

6. Conclusion 
The safety kit presented in this paper is going to be a power boon for the society during the COVID19 
pandemic. A quiet safe to consume, safe to dispose or reuse, cost effective kit can be made easily with less time 
consumption, having much social and industrial scope. It could be a source of employment to for small NGO’s 
and self help groups. The kit would be profitable on industrial and economic scale and at the same time, would 
be cost effective for every class of people. Hence, the kit would be completely compatible. 
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